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Continued speakers list from this morning: Marshall Islands, Japan, Korea, South Africa, Brazil, Egypt, 
Iran etc. 
 
Marshall Islands (AOSIS) 

• Prepared to engage with this text 
• Preamble, like Art 4.5 reference – point we made 
• Features – disappointed that despite at HoD level at Stocktake, we made it clear there was no 

consensus to remove Option B; don’t understand on what basis our text is being removed; 
expect it to be included or we will raise it directly with the Co-Chairs 

• Para 3 – support basis notion but language does not reflect our position; date should be 2020 
and SBI should come back with a view to adopt further guidance at its session in 2020 

• Further guidance is the mandate, SBI needs to come back and therefore language needs to be 
updated 

• Para 5 – ICTU we support 
• Para 6 – we support in terms of recalling Decision 1/CP.21 – but this is not clear as a landing 

zone in itself, otherwise we have not gotten further than in Paris 
• Para 7 – guidance applies to all Parties 
• Para 7c.4 – strongly support as drafted, legally binding in accordance with PA 
• Para 7 h.1 – not binding on our grouping to submit adaptation in NDC, if Parties want then 

guidance should apply; not replicate guidance  
• Para 11, 12 and 13 – support 
• Para 14 – support notion of second and subsequent NDCs 
• On revision, “if necessary” – support but 2024 date is too late – 3 months before Parties are 

supposed to submit NDCs; too late & on guidance, like to see date brought forward at the latest 
by 2023 otherwise wouldn’t inform work we need to do 

• Accounting – concerned and strong interest that all parties that accounting rules are robust. Not 
there yet. 

• Para 18 – clear that all Parties must account; consistent with language of PA 
• Para 18.f.1 – to be treated as same way as CTU – adaptation; applies only to Parties who submit 
• Para 21 – seem to be replicating capacity building earlier in the text 
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• Para 27 – date, revised if necessary but 2024 is too late; need to be latest by 2023 
 
Japan 

• Join other Parties to express appreciation for drafting this iteration 
• See some positive changes in this text but feel very disappointed on some matters 
• Preamble – don’t need to include Art. 3 and 4 because this issue will be solved outside (?) this 

room 
• Art. 4.5 in preamble para 4 – can support the idea at this moment 
• Features – understand there are wide divergence of opinion on para 3 but flexible in terms of 

timing; Marshall islands intervention supported that there is no consensus to delete this para 
yet 

• Para 4 – recalling Art. 4.4 – don’t support to operationalize differentiation; not mandate in this 
room for sure 

• Para 7 – strongly support guidance should apply to all Parties’ NDCs, as applicable 
• Deep concern over different types of NDCs is gone without consensus (differentiated manner of 

handling these issues – disappointed) 
o H2n – information is still there 

• Some medication is needed 
• E4 – have the term IPCC guidelines – should be Guidance not 2006 guidelines 
• Para 11 – new provision. Need to carefully craft language in line with Art. 4.5 
• CMA should invite or urge – something to decide, come back later 
• Time – by 2020 
• No consensus to delay application in Paris but para 32 for accounting guidance  
• Accounting – most elements here look in good shape, have to appreciate Secretariat, Co-Chairs 

and Co-Facilitators efforts here 
• e ii. P.7 – adjustments or corresponding adjustments is needed; and consistent with Art. 6 

guidance 
• Para 25 which relates to Art. 6 issues – should use term Article 6 instead of Art. 6.2 or 6.4 – need 

general terms; in terms of the timing of application of this guidance, can apply para 32 of 
Decision 1/CP.21 

• Language of capacity building – have to crystal clear understanding to avoid misinterpretation  
 
Co-Facilitator encouraged countries to sort out language with each other. 
 
Republic of Korea 

• Quantifiable information and reference points – measureable improvements from previous 
iteration. Provide far greater clarity. 3rd element provides more understanding.  

• Willing to work with other Parties to hammer our better and clearer formulation this evening 
• No structural change except target specific information – to maintain structural balance and 

preserve procedural fairness – strongly encourage to be restored in next iteration 
• Structural summary not finalized in transparency room – need to know what we are agreeing to; 

need to wait for APA Agenda Item 5 outcomes 
 
Saudi Arabia 

• Thank you for new informal iteration 



• Consensus – open doors of many things here; not agreeing in some parts etc. don’t start to put 
back things that have consensus or not; need to have that mechanism again that I mentioned 
earlier 

• Features – concern that we will not revisit features / only as one package or nothing at all; no 
standalone document or item 

• Information – quantifiable: some points added in the name of consensus but see it anchored 
here – asked for clarification 

• Point 5 should be under accounting and point 3 of scope should be under accounting  
• Planning process – on GST – not to be discussed, anchored here 
• On methodologies, this area here is how to apply accounting guidance and how it is applicable 

to different types of NDCs.  
• Reference to Art. 6 should be deleted 
• Share concern with Brazil (ABU) on brackets – why is there a micromanaging of brackets e.g. 

page 4 on adaptation 
• Prefer to see second and subsequent NDCs for guidance to be applied 
• Things added out of para 31 – not looking for prescriptive list to be provided, everything to be 

nationally determined 
• Raise ambition by not being prescriptive 
• Anything that does not have consensus should not be in or deleted 

 
Brazil (ABU) 

• Made some progress but some serious concerns with the text 
• Preamble – capacity building package, including those CB issues in CTU and accounting; most of 

parties engaged in this contributed in a good and constructive spirit; agreeable to the group and 
do not see further need to engage on this, but ok to continue discussing but strongly prefer that 
the language here is the landing ground 

• Features – notes and features repetition of mandate; no need para 3 
• On ICTU – para 4 good – highlights what our group wants 
• On para 7, our proposal “to provide” should be reflected as one possible option; like to see very 

simple addition 
• Para 7a – acknowledge good work done by some Parties 
• Para a iv – reads like a justification – revert to “information” 
• a iii and a v. – understanding, heard some concerns of some Parties and work more to find 

language that can accommodate  
• on c iii – needs an “if applicable” – big if 
• on d i – plans goes too deep into the national policy and may have different meanings; we would 

be moving initially to have “implementation if available”, “including as appropriate” 
• d i b – improvement on concepts, language that is inclusive (public participation) 
• note that reference to domestic mitigation measures was deleted as it is concerning to many 

groups; this group is defending that in other rooms 
• d i (GST) – the way this is phrased is weird and strange, propose to phrase it from the PA – “how 

Party is informed by the GST” still in the Party’s prerogative to define how it is informed by the 
GST 

• d iii – gaps and barriers can be captured as well with best practices and experience – simple fix 
• e – Improvement from what we had; like what we see in i, ii, iii and iv. In v.a. this might see a 

500 page NDC – idea is to have Parties decide if they want to explain the list – we will get what 



we want in a on the reference indicators… and then in v. b. and v. c. – read together, and also to 
include everything as if applicable and if appropriate 

• In assumptions and methodological approaches – can work on but recognizing that this 
guidance has to be consistent with Art. 6. And not in conflict 

• f and g – quite good as they are 
• h, i, j – placeholder approach still applies, still developing other guidance for this in inf-inf rooms 
• para 11 – strongly urge countries to keep “decides and urges” and accounting useful in those 

paras 
• on para 14 – when we have by 2020 it causes some confusion because some Parties have 

presented NDCs – like to be more specific to second and subsequent NDCs; thus second option 
favored 

• para 18 a – have not made much progress on common metrics; understand that APA 5 is not 
going into this level of detail; idea is to bring concept of GTP with GWP 

o structures are back from the decision; good thing 
• para 18 a iv, v, iv – specific areas of land use accounting – useful in our opinion 
• para 18 b, c, d ok 
• Para 18 e (Brazil) not an issue that we shouldn’t be addressing here, and to have it here and not 

have it in brackets strikes us as not progressive and not moving forward. If this is included here, 
need to have it in brackets. Delicate issue for our delegation (Brazil). Already captured, will be 
captured in guidance from Art 6.2. On e ii, departure of the Paris Agreement (pre 2015)  

• on para 19 – need to be consistent; recommend keeping consistency in our modus operandi; 
shall account for the use of ITMOs… consistently with guidance from Art 6.2 – that’s where we 
are developing guidance for ITMOs – if no consensus there then at least it shows up in brackets 

• para 21, 22, 23 – good paras 
• para 25 – delete “and, or, through” already in brackets 
• para 26 – bracket on guidance to avoid going into APA 5 room 

 
Egypt 

• Thank you CFs and Secretariat for preparing this iteration 
• Still going through document and consulting on it and we may come back with more detailed 

comments 
• Full scope of NDCs – like to continue to see it adequately reflected in the document 
• Like to speak to reference to Art 4.4 – not adequately captured in the document  

o Not going to do the same thing 
• Some are trying to go around and challenge what we agreed in Paris 
• In para 3 – need to add Art 3 of PA 

o Give mandate to CMA whether or not we need a review, don’t prejudge and do it in a 
premature way 

• Para 7 – differentiation should be clearly captured – developed countries shall and developing 
countries may. If we don’t do this, then we need to add “if applicable” or “as appropriate” 
everywhere and add a caveat – not sure if this is the right course of action that this room would 
like to take 

• Quantifiable information – 7 a – cannot accommodate diff types of NDCs; but what about those 
NDCs that are policies and measures based?  

• 7 a iii – add if applicable 
• 7 a iii, iv, v – should go to accounting part 



o Policies and measures types of NDCs, parties not required to communicate reference 
points 

• Reluctance on referencing developed / developing or to put “if applicable” and “as appropriate” 
everywhere 

• 7 b – 
• 7 c i – don’t understand on what is headline numbers, prefer previous 
• 7 c iii – move to accounting 
• 7 c iv – reads as mitigation only – have heard from other delegations on varied nature of NDCs 

some mitigation and others more comprehensive 
• 7 d i – Art 4.4 – support India in this regard 
• 7d i b – delete 
• 7 d i d – not included in PA obligation 
• e – need to add after “quantifiable” … “ in particular those based on policies and measure type” 

, add in e v “if applicable”  
• Propose sample language…  
• f i – support African Group’s proposal 
• para 8 – don’t see need for additional information since for CTU 
• 2031 onwards for 2nd round of NDCs 
• Para 15 – don’t support 
• Para 17 (a) Don’t see accounting for policies and measures NDCs  
• Para 17 (b) support African Group’s CRP  
• … good idea and we understand but from practicability point of view, over estimation or 

underestimation – impossible to do concern on application of this para 
• Para 17 (c ) like to operationalize differentiation here, CBDR & RC and in light of national 

circumstances, ref to Art 4.4 
• Para 26 related to transparency room – don’t have time to compare what is happening there 
• Para 27 don’t mind revision of accounting guidance but avoid setting time now to prejudge 

outcome 
 

Iran 
• Align with comments by China (LMDC) 
• Same concerns on features, information and other items raised by LMDC friends this morning 

and this afternoon but like to highlight two points 
• Art 3 in preamble – need clear language and fuller scope of NDCs, believe that mitigation action 

and implementation in national level requires support in technology and capacity building and 
financial resources 

• Para 7 on differentiation – need clear language on differentiation on the full scope of NDCs; 
enhance implementation of the Convention and based on equity and CBDR  

• So it is our mandate to formulate NDCs that can support Parties to the implementation of the PA 
based on the principles of Convention and PA 

• Seek consensus and convergence. If no consensus, it does not mean excluding the principles. 
• We need clear language on differentiation and fuller scope of NDCS otherwise we will face 

challenges in implementation of NDCs 
 
New Zealand 
 

• Applicable to all Parties 



• Agree on need to capacity buildings and assistance (not in this room) 
• Scope of this guidance is mitigation – job we have been given 
• Parties may include anything in their NDCs but that would be linked to guidance elsewhere 
• Firmly believe that any guidance can and would be reviewed to ensure it remains fit for 

purpose; and guidance should be applicable at earliest moment it can be 
• Important to enhance NDCs as we resubmit them next, to apply ICTU to help everyone 

understand them 
• 7 c ii – IPCC Guidelines but should be guidance 
• Rights – reference to preamble is insufficient  
• Article 6 – para 26  quite reasonable to refer to structured summary 
• That this is coming together as a package – and waiting for each other in different rooms – is a 

bit disingenuous because we all have contacts in other rooms we can hear from 
• Capacity building – need to have right references in right places 

 
Australia 

• Support comments by New Zealand 
• Placement in Art 3 – bracket in preamble 
• Format – respect view of Parties, this document should not prejudge possibility of separate 

decision 
• ICTU – a iv on data – explain can be removed 
• b ii – has been discussed in CTF but refereeing to carbon budgets and applicable to NDCs that 

have targets happening over a period – possible for clarification on their targets being expressed 
over multiple years 

• d i c – long term strategy ref – agree with others, suggest “as applicable”  
• d i i – aligning language with GST APA 6  
• d i d – don’t see need for remainder of sentence (contained in the preamble of PA) 
• on existing methodology – add “if applicable” if you are using existing methods, explain it 
• e v b – parties with non-GHG targets clarification – perhaps not clear, why has removal been 

dropped from this iteration 
• … add “who” 
• revisions and timing  

 
Peru (AILAC) 

• first impression on second iteration provided 
• Art 3 reference – outside of the mandate of the work under APA 3 
• Consider that para 2, which reg different starting points with para 4 are key – reflects 

differentiation. Consider sufficient and unnecessary to further elaborate on the matter 
• Features – can live with solutions proposed in this iteration 
• Para 7 – all Parties shall provide in annex x as appropriate, expect each Party to provide… with 

its NDC characteristics 
• Reincorporation of indicative… in e  
• All info related to diff types of NDCs is now gone – not fine with us and will propose alternative 

language tonight 
• Overlap between point a v (p.2) and b iv (?) – and second ref is more complete 

 
 



Zimbabwe (African Group) 
• Recognize developing countries starting points 
• Operationalizing differentiation within the guidance 
• Features – decide to continue and conclude work in this session 
• ICTU – need to see differentiation being operationalized 
• Capacity building – instead of saying enhanced CB support, say including… enhanced support for 

CB 
• Art 6 double counting – propose we don’t prejudge discussion happening on Art 6 
• Guidance on second round of NDCs – although Parties willing to use it earlier are most welcome 
• Planning processes – may not need to micromanage countries but may make ref to how Parties 

consider SDGs 
 
European Union 

• Thank you for your overnight work 
• Does take us forward 
• Not quite comfortable of document; prejudges final outcome which will be addressed in the 

second week 
• Appreciate discussion with colleagues yesterday 
• Aligned on concepts but language can be improved 
• Happy to engage e.g. capacity building support – support for capacity building actions (language 

in PA) 
• Revision date – appreciate this but need to fit need for each of the mandate e.g. ICTU by 2023, 

for 2025 NDCs, accounting can be given more time for Parties to get experience in applying the 
guidance 

• Join voice with Japan and others on deletion on target specific information – don’t see why has 
been deleted since no consensus e.g. h-m  

• Welcome improvements on quantifiable ref points – good steps forward, agree with Australia 
and others that we can add “if applicable” if needed 

• Annex has been dropped – don’t need to prescribe how it is provided – can just indicate where 
it is 

• GST bullet – not just procedural but substantial, basis for PA goal, should go under fairness and 
ambition 

• Para 7 takes care of provision on applicability – don’t see need to remove elements because 
accommodate it  

• Accounting – have good headings back, improves readability of text overall. Have concerns 
about common metrics – not substantial. GWP is important 

• c i – aim here is not here to ask categories but indicate where they don’t use IPCC categories, to 
explain how their own relate to IPCC ones 

• On land bullets – still considering these issues but Q on info and not numbers, also important 
here. Can add and provide estimates… for removals 

• e ii on accounting – appreciate work of other colleagues, support New Zealand’s view. Suggest 
alternative language…  

o … will provide in written format – really really important (support Marshall Islands on 
this point made yesterday) 

• Refer to Art 6 in general  
• Para 26 needs to remain 
• PA package – need to see how things evolve in other rooms 



South Africa 
• Para 3 on features – preference to delete any further work on features; but if we keep, then edit 

to conclude work in 2022 instead of continuing work 
• Under para 7, stated our preference is to have text instead of Annex for shaded area 
• Planning process – fundamental problem; prefer not to have it. National process will not add 

value to this process and create unnecessary admin burden to country and secretariat. If need 
to keep, then suggest deleting from “such as the roles of…” opening up a can of worms. 

• Best practice – delete cause doesn’t add value to this process 
• 7 f – IPCC request- iii, iv, v, vi deletion 
• 18 b iv … 
• 18 b v – changes during NDC implementation would create uncertainties 

 
Norway 

• Thank you for paper 
• Agree with others that none of key issues of Parties should be deleted 
• Simplicity and usefulness has to come together – doesn’t necessarily mean minimalist outcome 
• Capacity building – support  
• … 
• Differentiation reflected in Art 4.3. that frames our NDCs 
• Not the same as ICTU guidance but these Articles that you take into account in your home 

country to decide your NDC 
• Shall as applicable – menu analogy given 
• Elements under a should be kept 
• b – Note that someone wanted that deleted. Want to keep it, perhaps more clarity could help it 
• c – Note something has been lost here. No iv and v from previous version 
• d i b – “women “as a group – other interest groups and rights holder not included – migrants, 

children, persons with disabilities – all important to have in our paper and not appropriate to 
cherry-pick from the PA 

• keep GST  
• best practices and experiences – happy to share but want to learn more about what that entails 
• e – support most of issues here but light to highlight in e ii, not consistent with accounting part 

which says “draw upon” while here “taking into account” – need consistency 
• e iv – add additional d on approach to setting first reference levels 
• voluntary – may prepare 
• … 
• Accounting – a discussion still ongoing 
• c – insert EU suggestion 
• d – explain why categories included in inventory are excluded in your NDC 
• e – Norway supports that this is important and further work needed to make this clearer, 

support EU sentiments on this 
• Para 26 – we do support. We hear Egypt on hearing guidance for targets that is policies and 

measures target / non-GHG/ non-quantifiable targets – need to find a way to accommodate 
those types of targets, and how they can be informed and accounted for 

 
Switzerland 

• welcome new text for its improved and clear content 



• concerned with lack of balance 
• NDC specific guidance missing – cannot accept that this part has been removed 
• Ref to Art. 3 and 4.4 part of broader discussion and not solved for some time cannot accept this 

item 
• Do not believe need for cap building for communication of NDC. Preparation OK  
• Avoid double work of GEF and GCF – bodies after the convention… add within their existing 

mandates 
• e ii – support EU, add through party making corresponding adjustment ….  
• Para 25 – in line with Japan, Art 6 – don’t want to prejudge outcomes there 
• Support on features by AOSIS, reiterate on no agreement to delete substantial features in the 

text. Request to have a number of features e.g. quantifiability  
 
United States 

• Good information 
• Reference to first week and second week issues – have taken up time. And make statement on 

it: 
o Opposes Art 3 ref 
o Art 4 – bifurcation, not “differentiation” we cannot support 
o Both need to be bracketed 

• Egypt and AGN hit on something on “as applicable”… the entire thing is “as applicable” – 
precisely because not all applies to you… you don’t have to provide it. 

• Norway has made that clear but need to emphasize it 
• Planning processes – concerned about refs to preamble – legally trying to operationalize 

something that by definition is not operationalized  
• Recognize importance of CB – would like to work on language, para 11 and 12 e.g. GCF and GEF 
• Have heard concerns on quantifiable information. Makes sense but heard concerns whether 

things are appropriate here or in accounting. Information you’ll provide and not what you’ll 
need to provide in accounting.  

• Scope & coverage – iv deleted 
• Happy to propose streamlining… fairly convenient fix 
• Length of fairness and ambition… reasonable 
• Revision of guidance – not sure why such a concern. Needs to be revised at diff times. If we can 

reassure Parties. Everything will be revised eventually... No one’s gonna lock themselves in 
forever.  

• On avoidance of double counting – e ii – only applies to outcomes that Party has authorized and 
e i – certain parts should be streamlined a little bit. Suggest language doesn’t quite track to 6.2. 
make discrete edits and happy to discuss that with Parties outside of this meeting 

 
Canada 
 

• Agree with japan and AILAC on Art 3 does not belong 
• Art 4 on mitigation 
• 2,3,11,12,21,23 capacity building – agree on concepts but text still needs work e.g. 

communication of NDC – in the registry… internet access etc. look forward to working on it 
tonight and tomorrow night, including in week 2 

• Features – MI, Switzerland… agree that removal is unfortunate and review crucial preferably in 
early 2020s 



• ICTU – Japan, Korea, AILAC, types of NDCs loss – if come out and stay out then suggest removing 
h-m of the ICTU guidance 

• a v – changing reference points – essentially changing its NDC; whether party expects the value 
of its indicators to change – language 

• para c iv – play game on week 1 and week 2 game then we have our own language 
• as applicable as appropriate debate – suggest to make chapeau as applicable and add as 

appropriate to elements e.g. GST and joint action and mitigation co-benefits included in NDCs 
• NZ that rights based language has fallen out esp. indigenous peoples. Grateful for inclusions of 

participants and grateful for support of Iran on that front (?) 
• Policy assumptions not relevant where reference levels very relevant 
• e v b&c – understand Mexico’s rational for e v c could be merged with b – look forward to 

talking about that in the evening 
• accounting a & b more detail liked to be seen but understanding not the time to be introducing 

new text 
• c&d can be merged and retitled “comprehensiveness” 
• e i – Art 4 term but Art 6 terms stronger “ensuring” 
• e ii – important – mitigation outcomes in Art 4.7 – Art 6 covers internationally transferred 

mitigation outcomes… outside scope and coverage of Party’s NDC. Crucial para and look forward 
to working with Parties to work through that concept 

 
Russian Federation 

• Agree with majority of interventions – New Zealand, Australia, Canada and many other Parties 
that additional work needs to be done on the text 

• Acknowledge your efforts on this text. Great improvement if compared with the previous text 
• Won’t go into much details on the text but concentrate on some issues 
• Para 7 b i – common time frames challenges and other issues 
• Agree with US on streamlining of para 7 e v  
• … 
• Para 17 c and 18 b iii – category… additional proof reading could be done, happy to do work in 

smaller group 
 
China (LMDC) 

• Have some concerns on part of accounting and ICTU 
• … 
• Demonstrates leadership under Art. 4.4 – crucial point to operationalize differentiation 
• …  

 
Costa Rica 
 

• Para 7 – planning processes 
• Peru has raised issues on behalf of AILAC 

 
United Arab Emirates 

• Associate with Egypt, Arab Group 
• Differentiation 
• Second and subsequent NDCs 
• Para 17 b and c some flexibility 



• Methodologies – delete 18 b iii 
• Differentiation in 18 c 

 
Co-Facilitators thanked Parties for their views, concerns and suggestions for further work on the paper. 
Wanted to make clear that any suggestions and materials will be treated in a sensible way by co-Chairs. 
Welcome constructive suggestions. 
 
Room available from 7-10pm in Meeting Room 2.  
 
Saudi Arabia sought clarification on mode of incorporation. 
 
Co-Facilitators suggested that it will be done in a balanced way. Co-Chairs noted that all materials will be 
treated in a sensible way.  
 
The informal consultation ended at 5.25pm. 


